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SOURCE ITERATION 2Consider the monoenergetic transport equation in slab geometry withisotropic scattering written in the form�@ @x (x; �) +  (x; �) = c(x)2 Z 1�1 (x; �0) d�0 + q(x)(1.1)for x 2 (0; � ) with boundary conditions (0; �) = Fl(�); � > 0; (�; �) = Fr(�); � < 0:(1.2)In (1.1) and (1.2) the intensity  is the unknown real valued function of x and�, � <1, c; q 2 C([0; � ]), Fl and Fr are given continuous real valued functionsof �, and k is a given continuous real valued function of x, �, and �0. It isknown [8] that the boundary value problem (1.1) { (1.2) has a unique solutionif 0 � c(x) < 1, say.Our work will apply to the more general boundary conditions discussedin [22] and to multigroup and to certain anisotropic problems as well. Theextension to the multigroup setting is trivial even if there is upscattering. Theextension to anisotropic problems for which the phase function has a �niteLegendre polynomial expansion was discussed in [26]. In x 4 we consider ananisotropic multigroup problem with upscattering as an example. Our resultsalso extend to discontinuous c and q provided the spatial mesh points containall points of discontinuity as was required in [22]. We discuss this point morecompletely in x 3. However, the important ideas can be completely illustratedby the simple problem in (1.1) { (1.2).To establish notation and set the ideas we derive the continuous form ofthe source iteration map. Letf(x) = 12Z 1�1 (x; �0) d�0:(1.3)If f is known, we can recover  by integration. For � > 0 we integrate (1.1)forward in x, obtaining (x; �) = 1�Z x0 exp(�(x� y)=�)(cf + q)(y) dy + exp(�x=�)Fl(�); � > 0:Similarly, for � < 0, we integrate backwards to obtain, (x; �) = �1�Z �x exp(�(x� y)=�)(cf + q)(y) dy+exp((� � x)=�)Fr(�) = 1j�jZ �x exp(�jx� yj=j�j)(cf + q)(y) dy+exp(�j� � xj=j�j)Fr(�); � < 0:



SOURCE ITERATION 3As is standard, [8], [9], the analysis above leads to an integral equationfor f . f(x)� Z �0k(x; y)f(y) dy = g(x)(1.4)where k(x; y) = 12E1(jx� yj)c(y);E1(jx� yj) = Z 10 exp(�jx� yj=�) d�� ;and g(x) = 12Z 10 exp(�x=�)Fl(�) d�+12Z 10 exp(�(� � x)=�)Fr(��) d� + 12Z �0E1(jx� yj)q(y) dySource iteration, in its continuous form, is simply summation of the Neu-mann series for (1.4): fn+1 = K(fn) + g;(1.5)where K(f)(x) = Z �0k(x; y)f(y) dy:Since I � K is not invertible when � = 1 and c(x) = 1 for all x, we shouldexpect the iteration to be slowly convergent for large values of � and functionsc(x) near 1.Because of this slow convergence, preconditioning becomes important. Inthis paper we consider preconditioning by approximate inversion. Recall thatan operator B on a Banach space X is an approximate inverse of A ifkI �BAkL(X) < 1:Here L(X) is the space of bounded operators on X. If B is an approximateinverse for I �K then we may replace the unpreconditioned iteration (1.5) byfn+1 = (I �B(I �K))fn +Bg:(1.6)The rate of convergence of the iteration (1.5) is the spectral radius of K andthat of (1.6) that of I � B(I � K). Hence, a good approximate inverse canmake a substantial di�erence in performance.



SOURCE ITERATION 4In x 2 we describe in general terms how approximate inverses can be usedin multilevel methods. We then consider the norm and strongly convergentsituations and describe the Atkinson-Brakhage approximate inverse. In sourceiteration, the discretized map returns the residual and not the approximatelinear map. We indicate how both approaches can be adapted to this situ-ation and how use of GMRES as a coarse mesh solver is useful in this case.In x 2 we also say something about other approaches to the solution of (1.5).In x 3 we discuss how the error analyses in [22] and [26] have direct implica-tions for multilevel methods. In particular, we point out that the diamonddi�erence discrete ordinate approximation can be implemented to give eithernorm convergent or strongly convergent collectively compact sequences of ap-proximate source iteration maps. We point out the natural parallelism of bothimplementations. Finally, in x 4 we report on two computations using bothimplementations of the diamond di�erence discretization that illustrate theideas.2. Approximate Inverses and Multilevel Methods. In this sectionwe will discuss how approximate inverses can be used in multilevel methods.We will restrict our attention to linear compact �xed point problems andwill construct our approximate inverses from sequences of approximations tothe �xed point map. In the case of norm convergent sequences of maps, itis clear, at least at the theoretical level, how to do this. If the sequence ofapproximating maps is strongly convergent and collectively compact, but notnorm convergent, the Atkinson-Brakhage approximate inverse may be usedand we sketch its construction. We put this discussion fully in the context ofthe transport equation in x 3, but will make remarks on the transport theoreticcontext throughout this section.Suppose that K is a compact operator on X, that (I � K)�1 is boundedand that we wish to solve f �Kf = g:We let fKmg be a sequence of approximating maps. We will assume that eitherKm ! K in the operator norm or that family fKmg is strongly convergent toK and collectively compact. Both situations are relevant to solution of thetransport equation.Recall that a sequence fKng of bounded operators on X converges stronglyto K 2 L(X) if Knx! Kxfor each x 2 X. We will denote strong convergence byKn s!K:



SOURCE ITERATION 5It is important to remember that strong convergence does not imply conver-gence in the operator norm. We say that a sequence of operators fKng iscollectively compact [2] if [nKnBis precompact in X. Here B denotes the unit ball in X.Note that if Km ! K in norm, then the family fKmg is also stronglyconvergent to K and collectively compact.The following theorem from [2] states that strong convergence (consis-tency) and collective compactness (which, when added to strong convergence,implies stability) will imply convergence.Theorem 2.1. Let K be a compact operator on X and let fKng be asequence of collectively compact operators converging strongly to K. Assumethat (I �K)�1 is bounded. Then (I �Kn)�1 is bounded for n su�ciently largeand (I �Kn) s! (I �K)�1.If the spectral radius of K (or KL for some L large enough to provide thedesired accuracy) is small, Richardson iteration will converge rapidly to thesolution. However if the spectral radius is large, Richardson iteration mayconverge slowly or not at all. Suppose, however, that I �Kl is inexpensive toinvert for small values of l. Then one might hope that (I �Kl)�1 would be agood approximate inverse for (I � K) and that a preconditioned Richardsoniteration based on B = (I �Kl)�1 would work well. This is indeed the case ifKm ! K in norm. If, however, the convergence is only strong, one can still usecollective compactness to construct an approximate inverse but at the expenseof an additional evaluation of K. The operator B = I+(I�Kl)�1K is a goodapproximate inverse for l su�ciently large as Theorem 2.2 essentially from [4]asserts. For the purposes of this theorem, we letK1 = K:Theorem 2.2. Let K be a compact operator on X and let fKng be asequence of collectively compact operators converging strongly to K. Assumethat (I � K)�1 is bounded. Then for all � > 0 there is l such that for alll � L � 1, BLl = I + (I �Kl)�1KLsatis�es kI �BLl (I �KL)kL(X) � �:(2.1)We will de�ne our algorithms in terms of the approximate inverse. In thenorm convergent case BLl = (I �Kl)�1(2.2)



SOURCE ITERATION 6and in the strongly convergent collectively compact caseBLl = I + (I �Kl)�1KL:(2.3)The original Atkinson-Brakhage method, as described in [4], computes a�ne mesh solution using the approximate inverse in (2.3) and is referred to asa two-grid method. The method is the same if one can use (2.2). The twolevel algorithm to solve fL �KLfL = g(2.4)is Algorithm 2.1. Algorithm grid2(g; f; fKig; l; L; �)While kf �KLf � gk > �:f = (I �BLl (I �KL))f +BLl g(2.5)In the norm convergent case, it is clear that for su�ciently large l that BLlwill be an approximate inverse and that Algorithm grid2will converge. This isalso true in the strongly convergent collectively compact case by Theorem 2.2.In the norm convergent case, application of BLl requires only a coarse meshsolve. However in the strongly convergent case, each application of BLl requiresan evaluation of KL, however BLl need only be applied once for each iteratebecause (2.5) can be written asf = f +BLl (g � (I �KL)f):(2.6)Hence, in the strongly convergent case, each iterate in Algorithm grid2 re-quires two �ne mesh evaluations of the action of KL on a function, one for theevaluation of BLl and the other for the evaluation of (I �KL)f . Typically oneinitializes Algorithm grid2 by solving f l �Klf l = g and setting f = f l. Theother inputs to Algorithm grid2 are the right hand side, the sequence of maps(i. e. a subroutine that will compute them), the coarse and �ne levels, and anestimate of truncation error.A fully multilevel version, �rst advocated for the Atkinson-Brakhage ap-proximate inverse in [15], �xes the coarse level, at l, say, and re�nes the �nelevel as the iteration progresses. Such an approach is call \nested iteration" in[11] and contributes greatly to e�ciency. For solution of (2.4) the algorithmwould be:Algorithm 2.2. Algorithm gridnest(g; f; fKig; l; L; f�ig)1. Solve f l �Klf l = g on the coarse level.2. Set f = f l.3. For m = l + 1; . . .Lgrid2(g; f; fKig; l;m; �m)



SOURCE ITERATION 74. Set fL = f .The inputs to Algorithm gridnest are the same as those to Algorithmgrid2 with the exception that a sequence of estimated truncation errors isneeded. As discussed in [5], if the truncation errors decay geometrically andthe cost of evaluation of Km increases geometrically, then the total cost of asolve using Algorithm gridnest is a small number of evaluations of KL. Thistype of cost analysis is standard for multilevel methods and we go into detailhere to illustrate the di�erence between the strong and norm convergent casesand to express the cost estimates in transport theoretic terms.Let Cm denote the cost of computing Kmu and assume that there areMC > 1 and m� < 1 such thatCm �MCCm�1 and �m � m��m�1:If � < m� then only only one Richardson iterate will be necessary within eachcall to grid2 in the for loop in Algorithm gridnest. If we denote the numberof �ne evaluations of Km required by each call to grid2 by MB, then MB = 1in the norm convergent case and MB = 2 in the strong convergent situation.The total cost of a call to grid2 is MB evaluations of Km, whatever cost isassociated with the coarse mesh solve, and some vector arithmetic. Now, thecost of the vector arithmetic is negligible. If we assume for the present thatthe cost of the coarse mesh work in the evaluation of Bml and the coarse meshsolve can be neglected (which may not be so), the the cost of the solve isdominated by the evaluations of Km in the for loop. This cost isLXm=l+1MBCm =MB LXm=l+1Mm�LC CL = MBCL(1�M l+1�LC )1�M�1C � MBCL1 �M�1C :(2.7)In x 3 we will see that CL = O(NALNSL ) where NAL and NSL are the number ofpoints in the angular and spatial meshes respectively.As L becomes large, the estimate above becomes sharper. Note that thealgorithm is dominated only by evaluations of K at various levels and that,as we shall see in x 4, attention to the routines that evaluate K can resultin very good performance. This is especially the case for source iterationwhich has a natural parallelism. Moreover, as we sill see in x 4, the costof the computation is dominated by �ne mesh K evaluations and hence thecomputational assumptions made in deriving (2.7) are valid. If satisfaction ofthe termination criterion is checked at each mesh level, as is done in [5], thenthe factor MB in (2.7) becomes MB + 1.As we shall see in x 3 the discretized source iteration algorithm does notdirectly return Kmf but rather an approximation to the a�ne �xed point mapKm(f) = gm +Kmf;(2.8)where gm = Km(0)! g as m!1. The maps fKmg are collectively compactas nonlinear or a�ne maps and Km can be recovered from Km byKmf = Km(f)�Km(0):(2.9)



SOURCE ITERATION 8The implementation of the algorithm changes if Km is used instead of Kmf .We replace (2.6) by f = f +BLl (KL(f) � f):(2.10)The right hand side of (2.10) di�ers from that of (2.6) by BLl (g � gL), whichtends to 0 as L ! 1. Hence the di�erence in the algorithms and theirimplementation on the �ne mesh is negligible. In the strongly convergentcase, to compute BLl KL(f) we must compute(I �Kl)�1KL(KL(f)� f):If we set w = KLf � f thenKLw = KL(w + f) �KL(f)can be evaluated without an evaluation of KL(0). The norm convergent caseis similar.The coarse mesh equation is(I �Kl)v = p(2.11)where p = w in the norm convergent case and p = KLw in the strong conver-gent case. To solve (2.11) we use GMRES [27] to solve this linear compact�xed point problem with the zero function as the initial iterate. The results in[25] and the boundedness of the sequence fKlg (in both the norm and strongconvergent cases) guarantee that the number of GMRES iterates required tosolve (2.11) can be bounded independently of the level l or the right handside p. To use GMRES, only computation of residuals and use of (2.9) arerequired [27]. Since Kl(0) is computed on entry into the GMRES iteration,the use of (2.9) requires no extra work. Hence Algorithm gridnest can beused with minimal modi�cation if KL(f) rather than KLf is returned. Useof an iterative method such as GMRES implies that the exact solution to thecoarse mesh equations will not be returned. Instead ofv = (I �Kl)�1pwe compute �v such that k(I �Kl)v � pkL2 � �kpkL2 ;(2.12)for some � 2 (0; 1). By using GMRES instead of a direct factorization methodwe may attack problems with a very large number of coarse mesh unknowns.We report on such a problem in x 4. The use of GMRES in connection withthe Atkinson-Brakhage iteration was �rst proposed in [13] in the context ofnonlinear problems and has been further developed in [16]. The code usedin [16] was used, without modi�cation, to generate the results for the strong



SOURCE ITERATION 9convergent case reported in x 4. GMRES requires only a matrix-vector productevaluation subroutine and an inner product. For an inner product we used thetrapezoid rule based on the spatial mesh.Other approaches for improving the e�ciency of source iteration includedi�usion-synthetic acceleration, [20], [21], which constructs an approximateinverse using the di�usion approximation to the transport equation. It canbe applied to anisotropic, [29], [24], and multigroup, [1] problems as well, andbe used in connection with multigrid methods. Recent analysis, [10], [3], hasprecisely the regimes for which DSA will be most e�ective. Typically thespectral radius of I �B(I�K) is less than :25. The principal disadvantage ofthe DSA preconditioner is that a di�usion equation must be solved to applythe preconditioner. DSA, or any other preconditioner can also be applied toa Krylov subspace iterative method, such as conjugate gradient or GMRES,rather than the simple Richardson iteration in (1.6). In view of the fact thatK is compact, such iterative methods should be e�ective and we advocate(unpreconditioned) GMRES as a coarse mesh solver in this paper.Another approach is the second kind multigrid method from [12]. Likethe approximate inverse based methods that we advocate here, these methodsare based on the expression of the transport equation as a compact �xedpoint problem. It is somewhat easier to verify the assumptions needed fora convergence proof for the approximate inverse based methods and, in ourview, the approximate inverse based methods are much easier to code andimplement. The cost of second kind multigrid and Algorithm gridnest for thestrong convergent case are the same in terms of applications of the �ne meshsource iteration method. If a norm convergent sequence of source iterationsmaps is available, Algorithm gridnest is more e�cient. Implementation ofother multigrid approaches have been discussed in [23] and [24].3. Applicability of the DiamondDi�erence Discretization. In thissection we indicate how the error analyses in [22] and [26] can be used to showwho the diamond di�erence form of discrete ordinates can be used to constructapproximate source iteration maps of both the norm and strongly convergenttypes. The di�erence in the two formulations is only in the way the maps areapplied to data coming from �ner meshes, i. e. the coarse to �ne intergridtransfer.We construct our sequence of approximate source iteration maps with thediamond di�erence discretization. We use a variation on the notation of [22]to express the scheme. At level m we have a spatial mesh fxmi gNSmi=1 withxm1 = 0 < . . . < xNSm = �;and nodes f�mj gNAmj=1 and weights fwmi gNAmi=1 for a quadrature rule in angle.Given f 2 C[0; � ] the diamond di�erence method �rst computes approx-imations  i(x) to  (x; �mj ) by computing  j(xmi ) for each i and extending by



SOURCE ITERATION 10piecewise linear interpolation. If we let hmi = xmi+1�xmi the discretized forwardintegration becomes�mj  j(xmi )�  j(xmi�1)hmi +  j(xmi ) +  j(xmi�1)2= (cf)(xmi ) + (cf)(xmi�1)2 + q(xmi ) + q(xmi�1)2 ; �mj > 0;(3.1)with initial data  (xm1 ) =  j(0) = Fl(�mj ). Similarly the discretized backwardintegration is�mj  j(xmi )�  j(xmi+1)hmi +  j(xmi ) +  j(xmi+1)2= (cf)(xmi ) + (cf)(xmi+1)2 + q(xmi ) + q(xmi+1)2 ; �mj < 0;(3.2)with �nal data  j(xmNSm) =  j(� ) = Fr(�mj ). If c is piecewise discontinuous,we assume that each discontinuity of c is a spatial mesh point and de�ne theproduct cf at that point by the appropriate one-sided limit. Clearly, there isa natural parallelism in the two discrete forward and backward integrations inthat they may be done for each �mj simultaneously.Following the forward and backward integration we compute the a�nemap Km(f)(x) = 12 NAmXj=1 j(x)wmj :(3.3)Note that the right hand side of (1.4) is built into  j by the way in which theintegration is done. This is the map we use Algorithm gridnest in the waydiscussed in x 2.We wish to re�ne the spatial and angular mesh simultaneously as m isincreased. Very general conditions on the spatial and angular meshes thatguarantee stability and convergence have been given in [26] for the constantc case of (1.1) in a variational setting. These results include the norm con-vergence of the source iteration operator. The results in [26] will be used toobtain the strong convergence and collective compactness results for the formof the diamond di�erence operator used in [22] as the spatial and angularmeshes are re�ned simultaneously. If the angular mesh is held �xed, strongconvergence and collective compactness of the approximate source iterationmaps were veri�ed in [22] for several spatial di�erencing schemes.We make the assumption on the spatial mesh used in [22] and [26].Assumption 3.1. Let hmi = xmi+1 � xmi . There is M such that for all m�hm = maxj hmj � minj hmj :



SOURCE ITERATION 11Our assumption on the angular mesh is the one used in the error estimatesin [26].Assumption 3.2. The nodes f�mj gNAmj=1 and weights fwmi gNAmi=1 are either1. Gaussian quadratures on [�1; 1] or2. double Gaussian quadratures on [�1; 0] [ [0; 1].The results in [26] are for the case in which c is constant. To state theresults, we de�ne the a�ne mapT(f)(x) = R �0 E1(x� y)(f + q)(y) dy + Z 10 exp(�x=�)Fl(�) d�+Z 10 exp(�(� � x)=�)Fr(��) d�and the approximation Tm(f)(x) = NAmXj=1 j(x)wmj :Note that for any u 2 C[0; � ],K(u) = 12T(cu) and Km = 12Tm(cu):De�ne linear operatorsL(f)(x) = Z �0 E1(x� y)f(y) dy = T(f)(x)�T(0)(x)and Lm(f)(x) = Tm(f)(x)�Tm(0)(x):Hence, in the notation above, Km = c2Lm:In [26] the spatial integrations are de�ned with a variational formulation.T is approximated by T1m, which is de�ned as follows. Let V m be the space ofpiecewise linear functions with nodes at fxmi gNSmi=1. For j = 1; . . . ; NAm compute� j 2 V m from the equationsZ Ii(� 0j +  j)(y) dy = ZIi(f + q)(y) dy(3.4)for i = 1; . . .NSm � 1, where Ii = (xmi ; xmi+1). Then setT1m(f) = NAmXj=1 j(x)wmj :(3.5)



SOURCE ITERATION 12The linear maps Lm and L1m de�ned byL1m(f) = T1m(f)�T1m(0)are identical on V m, however they di�er in an important way elsewhere. Lm(f)evaluates f at the spatial mesh points whereas L1m(f) integrates f over inter-vals. The maps can be related by the formulaLm = L1mPm(3.6)where Pm is the piecewise linear interpolation map from C[0; 1] to V m. Thisis an important distinction in the two grid iteration, Algorithm grid2, sinceLl is applied to functions in V L for L > l and therefore Ll and L1l lead todi�erent restriction operators in the implementation of Algorithm grid2. Useof Ll amounts to restriction by injection in the language of [11] and is easy andcheap to implement. Use of L1l would requires restriction maps that computean average but L1m ! L in norm and therefore the norm convergent version ofAlgorithm gridnest can be used. We de�neK1m = c2L1m:The operator convergence theorem in [26] can be stated asTheorem 3.1. Assume that the spatial and angular meshes satisfy As-sumptions 3.1 and 3.2. Assume, moreover, thatlimm!1 �hmj log(��m)j = 0;(3.7)where ��m = minj j�mj j:Then L1m ! L and K1m ! K in the operator norm in C[0; � ].A consequence of Theorem 3.1 and (3.6) is the strong convergence result.Theorem 3.2. Assume that the spatial and angular meshes satisfy As-sumptions 3.1 and 3.2 and that (3.7) holds. Then the sequence Km is stronglyconvergent to K and collectively compact. Moreover,gm = 12T1m(0)! gas m!1.Proof. The uniform convergence of fL1mg to the compact operator L im-plies that the sequence fL1mg is collectively compact. Since Pm convergesstrongly to the identity and has norm 1 in C[0; � ], the sequenceLm = L1mPm



SOURCE ITERATION 13converges strongly to L and is collectively compact because the sequence fL1mgis. Since Km and K di�er from Lm and L only by multiplication by the contin-uous function c, the sequence Km is strongly convergent to K and collectivelycompact as asserted.The �nal assertion on convergence of gm follows from properties of thequadrature rules and continuity of q, Fl, and Fr.In [26] error estimates are derived in terms of the number of spatial andangular mesh points. Let �m = (I � Km)�1gm and �� = (I � K)�1g. Then ifc; q 2 C4+� for some � > 0, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 hold, and doubleGaussian quadratures on [�1; 0] [ [0; 1] are used we havek�m � ��k1 = O((NAm)�2 + j log �(hm(NAm)2)j�h2m(NAm)2)indicating, as pointed out in [26] that NSm � (NAm)2 is optimal if the log termsare neglected. If Gaussian quadratures on [�1; 1] are used and c; q 2 C2+�then k�m � ��k1 = O((NAm)�1 + j log�(hmNAm)j�h2mNAm)leading to an optimal choice of NSm � NAm. If c and q are piecewise smooth,similar estimates hold provided any discontinuity of q or c is a spatial meshpoint.As we remarked above, if the angular mesh is not re�ned, the collectivecompactness results in [22] apply to the maps Km given by (2.9), and to certainhigher order schemes as well, if the spatial mesh satis�es Assumption 3.1.A consequence of the norm convergence of K1m and the strong convergenceof the collectively compact sequence fKmg to K isTheorem 3.3. Assume that the spatial and angular meshes satisfy As-sumptions 3.1 and 3.2 and that (3.7) holds. Then for any � 2 (0; 1) there is l0such that for all L and l such that L � l � l0kI � (I �K1l )�1(I �KL)k � �:In particular, if l � l0 and BLl = (I �K1l )�1algorithm grid2 will converge.If c or q have �nitely many discontinuities and any discontinuity of eitheris a spatial mesh point, then the results above remain true if C[0; � ] is replacedby the space of piecewise continuous functions that have discontinuities onlyat the discontinuities of q.We close this section with a more detailed description of the di�erencesbetween K1m and Km. For constant c (or piecewise constant c if any disconti-nuity of c is a spatial mesh point of all grids), the two maps agree on V m, the



SOURCE ITERATION 14space of piecewise linear functions with nodes at fxmi g. Hence the �ne meshmaps (when m = L) in either formulation are the same. The coarse meshmaps (m = l), however, agree only on V l. When Kl is applied to a continuousfunction f 62 V l, one evaluates f (and c and q, of course) at the coarse meshpoints and applies formulae (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) directly. The application ofK1l , however, to a continuous function f 62 V l, replaces the means(cf)(xli) + (cf)(xli�1)2 and (cf)(xli) + (cf)(xli+1)2that arise in (3.1) and (3.2) with the integral averages1m(I li�1)Z Ili�1c(y)f(y) dy and 1m(I li)Z Ilic(y)f(y) dy(3.8)respectively. Here m(I) denotes the length of the interval I andI li = (xli; xli+1):If c is not (piecewise) constant, evaluation of Km still uses the formulae(3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). Km(u) and K1m(u) agree if cu 2 V m, which is not likely,however we only use KL on the �ne mesh and use K1l to form an approximateinverse. To evaluate K1l on a function u 2 C[0; � ] we would use (3.1), (3.2),and (3.3) with the averages replaced by those from (3.8). A more convenientapproach, which still preserves the norm convergence result in Theorem 3.3 isto replace the averages in (3.8) byc(xli�1) + c(xli)2 1m(I li�1)Z Ili�1f(y) dy and c(xli+1) + c(xli)2 1m(I li)Z Ilif(y) dy(3.9)We used (3.9) in the numerical results reported in x 4. Note that if (3.9) is used,the evaluation of the coarse mesh operator on an arbitrary continuous functionrequires evaluation of c and q at coarse mesh points only. Also note that useof (3.9) implies that the coarse mesh solution will be slightly di�erent thanif (3.8) is used. We see this in the numerical results in di�erent convergencestatistics in the example where c is not piecewise constant.Having described the evaluation of the coarse mesh map, we turn to thesolution of the coarse mesh equation. In Algorithm grid2 with BLl given by(2.3) the application of the approximate inverse requires solution of equationsof the form v �Klv = r(3.10)where r 2 V L. To solve (3.10) we �nd �v 2 V l such that�v �Kl�v = I lLr(3.11)



SOURCE ITERATION 15where I lL : V L ! V l is an intergrid transfer map, piecewise linear interpolationis typical and if the grids are nested, this is simple injection. The importantproperties of I lL are that(I lL)2 = I lL and Klv = KlI lLv:Having found �v we recover v by Nystr�om interpolationv = r +Kl�v:(3.12)If we use K1l to form BLl , we must solve coarse mesh equations of the form,v �K1l v = r:(3.13)The analog of (3.11) is �v � IlK1l �v = Ilr:(3.14)In (3.14), Il is the projection of C[0; � ] onto onto the space of functions PC lthat are constant on the intervals f(xli; xli+1)g.(Ilu)(x) = 1m(Ii)Z Iiu(y) dy for x 2 Ii.After we �nd �v 2 PC l, we recover v 2 V l via (3.12) as before. Note that ifthe grids are nested and v 2 V L, then the integral over Ii can be computedexactly with the trapezoid rule.4. Computational Results. In the examples reported in this sectionwe tabulate the performance of Algorithm gridnest by giving, for each meshlevel, the number of unknowns N , the iteration counter at that mesh level i,the number of GMRES iterates iG needed to satisfy (2.12), the norm of theresidual Ri, and, when i = 1 the ratio of the norms of the residual on entryand on exit. In all cases only one iterate was required at each mesh level.We consider both the norm convergent and strongly convergent formulationsof the diamond di�erence discrete ordinates method and use double Gaussquadratures for the angular mesh. While, as expected, the norm convergentversion performs best, the strongly convergent version is of use in situationswhere a norm convergent family of approximations is not available.We use a modi�cation of the Brown-Hindmarsh GMRES code [7] withchanges made in the inner product to allow the approximate L2 inner productto be used instead of the RN inner product. The coarse mesh problem wassolved with GMRES and the outer iteration was terminated at the coarselevel when the norm of the residual was less than 10�3. The problem-methodcombinations use di�erent values of the parameter �. We selected � and thecoarse mesh width to be as large as possible and still require one outer iteratefor each mesh level and obtain good accuracy in the �nal result.



SOURCE ITERATION 16The �rst example is (1.1) withc(x) = !e�x=s:For values of � near 1, ! near 1, and s near 1, the spectral radius of theunpreconditioned source iteration operator is near one. Such problems aremore di�cult and we report on one such computation as well as an easier one.For all problems we used Fl(�) = 1; � > 0 Fr(�) = 0; � < 0 as data. Weused uniform spatial meshes. The meshes were arranged so that 2p + 1 pointswere in each spatial mesh for some p, with p begin incremented by one as themeshes were re�ned. The parameter � in (2.12) was set to :1. The tolerancesf�ig were given by �0 = 10�3; �i = :25 � kf �Ki�1(f)k(4.1)reecting the expected [22] second order accuracy of the diamond di�erencing.We consider two problems, one with � = 5, ! = :5, and s = 1, which should besimple for most algorithms, and one with � = 100, ! = 1, and s =1, which ismore di�cult. A �xed angular mesh of double 10 point Gaussian quadratureswas used.We report on the performance of the results by tabulating, for each prob-lem and algorithm combination, the number of unknowns N at each level, theiteration counter i for that level (which is 0 or 1 if the termination criterionAlgorithm grid2 is satis�ed after the �rst iterate), the number of GMRESiterations ig needed to satisfy (2.12) for the computation of the approximateinverse, the l1 norm of the residual, Ri, and the ratio Ri=Ri�1 for the terminaliterate at each level. Note that there is very little variation in ig and Ri=Ri�1as the mesh is re�ned.Comparison between Tables 4.1 and 4.2 indicates that the performance ofthe two algorithms, in terms of the iteration counter i, is very similar. Themuch lower cost of the norm convergent method give it an advantage when itcan be applied. Note also that, as we remarked in the previous section, theperformance of the two methods on the start-up phase of the iteration on thecoarsest mesh di�ers because c is not piecewise constant.In the Tables 4.3 and 4.4 we report on the performance for a more di�cultcase. For the � = 100, ! = 1 case the number of coarse mesh points wasincreased to 65 and � reduced to 10�2 in order to keep i bounded by 1 for the�ner meshes. Note that this is still an extremely coarse mesh since � = 100.Our second example is a multi-region problem with � = 8 andc(x) = 8><>: :25 0 < x < 21 2 < x < 6:5 6 < x < 8We report our results in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 in the same format as in theprevious example. We used Fl(�) = 1; � > 0 Fr(�) = 0; � < 0 as data and thesame meshes as in the previous example. We used � = :1 in the computations.



SOURCE ITERATION 17Table 4.1� = 5, ! = :5, s = 1, Norm Convergent Approximation.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�133 0 0.50D+001 1 0.51D-01 0.10D+002 1 0.26D-02 0.52D-013 2 0.87D-05 0.33D-0265 0 0.17D-011 1 0.25D-03 0.15D-01129 0 0.92D-021 1 0.12D-03 0.14D-01257 0 0.43D-021 1 0.33D-04 0.78D-02513 0 0.17D-021 1 0.85D-05 0.49D-021025 0 0.60D-031 1 0.21D-05 0.35D-022049 0 0.18D-031 1 0.51D-06 0.28D-024097 0 0.51D-041 1 0.13D-06 0.25D-028193 0 0.14D-041 1 0.31D-07 0.23D-02The computations for these �rst two examples were done on a SUN SPARC1+ workstation running SUN OS version 4.1.1 and FORTRAN compiler f77version 1.3.1.The �nal example is a six group anisotropic problem taken from [28]. Thetransport equation is�@ @x (x; �) + � (x; �) = 12Z 1�1C(�; �0) (x; �0) d�0 + q(x; �):(4.2)In (4.2) � is a given 6 � 6 diagonal matrix, the source term q(x; �) has anexpansion q(x; �) = 3Xi=0 Pi(�)qi(x);and C(�; �0) is a 6 � 6 matrix-valued function of the formC(�; �0) = 3Xi=0 Pi(�)Pi(�0)Ciwhere the 6 � 6 matrix coe�cients fCig3i=0 are given. The unknown  is anR6 valued function. For this problem � = 45:156, a very large value and the



SOURCE ITERATION 18Table 4.2� = 5, ! = :5, s = 1, Strong Convergent Approximation.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�133 0 0.50D+001 1 0.51D-01 0.10D+002 1 0.24D-02 0.47D-013 2 0.10D-04 0.42D-0265 0 0.18D-011 2 0.31D-03 0.17D-01129 0 0.91D-021 1 0.88D-04 0.96D-02257 0 0.42D-021 2 0.25D-04 0.59D-02513 0 0.17D-021 2 0.53D-05 0.31D-021025 0 0.59D-031 2 0.13D-05 0.22D-022049 0 0.18D-031 2 0.32D-06 0.18D-024097 0 0.50D-041 2 0.81D-07 0.16D-028193 0 0.13D-041 2 0.20D-07 0.15D-02matrices Ci are full, not triangular as is usually the case. This upscatteringprecludes solution as a triangular system and the full system of transportequations must be solved. Boundary conditions areFl(�) = (1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0)T ; Fr(�) = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0)T :The parameter � in (2.12) was set to 10�5. The tolerances f�ig were given by(4.1) as before.The implementation of source iteration for such a problem is an extensionof that suggested in [26]. We take as our unknowns the four R6 valued functionsfi(x) = Z 1�1 Pi(�0) (x; �0) d�0resulting in a total of 24 unknown scalar functions. Treating the sequence ffigas given we may compute the right hand side of (4.2) and perform forwardand backward integrations in each group. These integrations may be doneindependently since � is diagonal. This adds a second level of parallelism. Onthe coarse mesh there were 8 angular mesh points, corresponding to double4 point Gaussian quadratures and 257 spatial mesh points leading to 257 �



SOURCE ITERATION 19Table 4.3� = 100, ! = 1, s =1, Norm Convergent Approximation.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�165 0 0.50D+001 20 0.16D-02 0.33D-022 117 0.11D-04 0.66D-02129 0 0.59D-031 3 0.15D-03 0.26D+002 40 0.55D-04 0.36D+00257 0 0.41D-031 28 0.66D-04 0.16D+00513 0 0.27D-031 39 0.38D-04 0.14D+001025 0 0.17D-031 27 0.16D-04 0.94D-012049 0 0.90D-041 34 0.60D-05 0.66D-014097 0 0.44D-041 34 0.20D-05 0.46D-018193 0 0.19D-041 35 0.80D-06 0.42D-01Table 4.4� = 100, ! = 1, s =1, Strong Convergent Approximation.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�165 0 0.50D+001 20 0.16D-02 0.33D-022 117 0.11D-04 0.66D-02129 0 0.59D-031 64 0.10D-03 0.18D+00257 0 0.39D-031 40 0.86D-04 0.22D+00513 0 0.27D-031 69 0.27D-04 0.10D+001025 0 0.15D-031 83 0.17D-04 0.12D+002049 0 0.79D-041 67 0.95D-05 0.12D+004097 0 0.40D-041 58 0.54D-05 0.14D+008193 0 0.17D-041 69 0.30D-05 0.17D+00



SOURCE ITERATION 20Table 4.5Multi-region Problem: Norm Convergent Approximation.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�133 0 0.50D+001 2 0.90D-02 0.18D-012 5 0.19D-03 0.21D-0165 0 0.34D-011 1 0.19D-02 0.55D-01129 0 0.18D-011 4 0.16D-02 0.89D-01257 0 0.89D-021 4 0.37D-03 0.41D-01513 0 0.40D-021 5 0.27D-03 0.68D-011025 0 0.15D-021 4 0.77D-04 0.50D-012049 0 0.51D-031 5 0.70D-04 0.14D+004097 0 0.19D-031 3 0.15D-04 0.79D-018193 0 0.11D-031 5 0.21D-04 0.19D+0024 = 6168 unknowns. The �nest spatial mesh had 131; 073 mesh points and3; 145; 752 unknowns. All meshes after the �rst had 40 angular mesh pointscorresponding to a double 20 point Gauss rule. A uniform spatial mesh wasused.We computed the uxes and currents (�rst angular moments of  ) atseveral values of x for comparison with the results obtained by other means in[28]. Our results are in Tables 4.7 and 4.8, we tabulate the group index andvalues of the uxes and currents for x=� = 0; :25; :5; :75; 1 to the same degreeof precision that was reported in [28].Our results agree completely with those in [28] with the exception of theux in group 1 at x=� = :5, where the result in [28] was :93942e � 13 whichdi�ers from our result by one digit in the last place. When the spatial orangular mesh was coarsened or the value of � was increased, the results werenot as good, but values of � as large as 10�3 gave results which agreed withthose in [28] to a relative accuracy, in terms of the norm of the ux vector, of10�5, roughly what an examination of the i = 0 entries of Tables 4.9 and 4.10would predict. Larger values of � did not change the i = 0 entries of Tables 4.9and 4.10. The results also agree to one digit in the last place, even in entriesthat are several orders of magnitude smaller than the norm of the solution.



SOURCE ITERATION 21Table 4.6Multi-region Problem: Strong Convergent Approximation.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�133 0 0.50D+001 2 0.90D-02 0.18D-012 5 0.19D-03 0.21D-0165 0 0.34D-011 5 0.94D-03 0.27D-01129 0 0.18D-011 5 0.57D-03 0.32D-01257 0 0.88D-021 5 0.32D-03 0.36D-01513 0 0.39D-021 5 0.17D-03 0.44D-011025 0 0.15D-021 5 0.89D-04 0.59D-012049 0 0.51D-031 5 0.45D-04 0.89D-014097 0 0.21D-031 5 0.23D-04 0.11D+008193 0 0.11D-031 5 0.11D-04 0.11D+00Table 4.7Group Fluxes.Group x=� = 0 x=� = :25 x=� = :5 x=� = :75 x=� = 11 .109e+1 .16205e-3 .48524e-7 .14567e-10 .4e-142 .230e+0 .37447e-1 .19639e-2 .10277e-3 .179e-53 .292e+0 .18547e+0 .97989e-2 .51278e-3 .437e-54 .306e-1 .26281e-1 .13884e-2 .72654e-4 .439e-65 .600e-3 .61078e-3 .32260e-4 .16882e-5 .791e-86 .731e-5 .72593e-5 .38325e-6 .20056e-7 .794e-10Table 4.8Group Currents.Group x=� = 0 x=� = :25 x=� = :5 x=� = :75 x=� = 11 .47192e+0 .10441e-3 .31293e-7 .93943e-11 .3e-142 -.99291e-1 .59818e-2 .31144e-3 .16359e-4 .10985e-53 -.16297e+0 .87772e-2 .46933e-3 .24656e-4 .25198e-54 -.17026e-1 .59229e-3 .31693e-4 .16650e-5 .24654e-65 -.32783e-3 .67184e-5 .35924e-6 .18873e-7 .43167e-86 -.38625e-5 .28826e-7 .15337e-8 .80572e-10 .41041e-10



SOURCE ITERATION 22Table 4.9Multi-group Problem, Norm Convergent Approach.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�16168 0 0.10e+011 66 0.16e-05 0.16e-0512312 0 0.37e-011 15 0.15e-02 0.41e-0124600 0 0.20e-011 28 0.56e-03 0.29e-0149176 0 0.10e-011 29 0.20e-03 0.20e-0198328 0 0.51e-021 32 0.61e-04 0.12e-01196632 0 0.24e-021 32 0.18e-04 0.74e-02393240 0 0.98e-031 31 0.49e-05 0.50e-02786456 0 0.35e-031 31 0.13e-05 0.38e-021572888 0 0.11e-031 30 0.34e-06 0.32e-023145752 0 0.33e-041 30 0.84e-07 0.26e-02The method of [28] takes advantage of the fact that � and C are independentof x, features not required by our approach, and provide accurate results thatwe used for testing. We point out that computations using coarser spatial orangular meshes did not agree as well with the results in [28]. This is why thevery �ne grids and the small value of � were used.In the table we give the number of unknowns N at each level, the it-eration counter i for that level (which is 0 or 1 as the termination criterionAlgorithm grid2 is satis�ed after the �rst iterate), the number of GMRESiterations ig needed to satisfy (2.12) for the computation of the approximateinverse, the l1 norm of the residual, Ri, and the ratio Ri=Ri�1 for the ter-minal iterate at each level. Note that there is very little variation in ig andRi=Ri�1 as the mesh is re�ned. GMRES was restarted after a Krylov space ofdimension 50 had been built.We conclude this section with a discussion of how we exploited the natu-ral parallelism of the source iteration map in an implementation on the KSR1computer. We concentrate on the third of the examples, as the computationale�ort for the monoenergetic computations in the �rst two examples was verylow. We begin with a brief summary of the KSR1 architecture and software



SOURCE ITERATION 23Table 4.10Multi-group Problem, Strong Convergent Approach.N i ig Ri Ri=Ri�16168 0 0.10e+011 66 0.16e-05 0.16e-0512312 0 0.37e-011 47 0.15e-02 0.41e-0124600 0 0.20e-011 70 0.52e-03 0.27e-0149176 0 0.99e-021 76 0.19e-03 0.19e-0198328 0 0.50e-021 73 0.61e-04 0.12e-01196632 0 0.24e-021 71 0.18e-04 0.77e-02393240 0 0.97e-031 68 0.49e-05 0.51e-02786456 0 0.34e-031 66 0.15e-05 0.42e-021572888 0 0.11e-031 66 0.41e-06 0.38e-023145752 0 0.32e-041 65 0.11e-06 0.34e-02as described in [18], [19], and [17]. The KSR1 as the North Carolina Su-percomputing Center is a ring with 32 cells, each cell having custom chipsfor processing units, connection units, a sub-cache with .25MB for data and.25MB for instructions, and a local cache of 32 megabytes of memory. Thememory is entirely organized as cache, which allows one to treat the physi-cally distributed memory as having a single address space and program using ashared memory model. Cache misses cause searches over the ring and transferof copies of the missed pages to the local cache in the cell that requests thepage. This memory organization is called ALLCACHE by KSR. The KSRarchitecture allows level 0 rings such as the one described above to be groupedin higher level 1 rings. A level 1 ring may contain up to 34 level 0 rings. Afull level 0 ring has 1 GB of memory. The computations in this paper weredone on the KSR1 at the North Carolina Supercomputing Center. This ma-chine runs KSR OS R1.1.1 and KSR Fortran compiler version 1.0. All of thecomputations for the third example were done on this computer.The KSR Fortran compiler has several directives which exploit parallelism.The one used in the computations reported in this paper was the parallelregion construct. By using this one may send several copies of a block of code



SOURCE ITERATION 24Fig. 4.1. Parallel Code Fragmentc*ksr* parallel region (teamid=team_id,numthreads=loc_threads,c*ksr*& private=(ipro))ipro=ipr_mid()if(mod(ipro,2).eq.0) thencall bsweep(u,n,1+ipro/2)elsecall fsweep(u,n,1+(ipro-1)/2)endifc*ksr* end parallel region(a region) to di�erent processors with di�erent data. In our case, the blockcalled a subroutine which performed spatial integration for di�erent values ofangle (and group in the multigroup case). Data that is to be shared betweenthe di�erent copies of the routine are passed through common blocks. Whenthe code runs, a \team" of threads is created to execute the parallel region.Having done that the source iteration loop is the simple block in Figure 4.1.The arguments to the parallel region command are an identi�er for theteam of threads, the number of processes or threads that will execute the blockof code, and the names of private variables. Private variables are not sharedamong the processors. The private variable ipro is the number of the threadand is used to partition the spatial integrations in angle and group. In theblock of code, ipro is set to the process number and either a backward (callbsweep) or forward (call fsweep) integration is done depending on the parityof ipro, this is the basic splitting of the computation into angles for which� < 0 and for which � > 0. Within the forward and backward integrations,further splitting is done if the number of threads loc threads is greater thantwo. in angle. For the multigroup case, Splittings in both group and anglewere done for 1; 2; 4; 6; 12; 24 processors. For 2 or more processors the forwardand backward integrations were done in parallel. For 24 processors the angularmesh was split again. For 4, 6, 12, and 24 processors the integrations for eachgroup were done with as much parallelism as the number of processors andthe splitting of the angular mesh would allow. For example, for 24 processorsthe angular mesh was split twice and all six groups were integrated in spacesimultaneously, thereby dividing the computation into 24 parts.Other parts of the code were parallelized, but the e�ect of that e�ort wasminimal as the evaluations of K dominate the computational load.Tables 4.11 and 4.12 in the norm and strong convergent cases illustratethe parallel performance and the degree to which evaluations of K dominatethe computation. We tabulate the number of processors N , total run timesT , time spent in the K evaluation routine TK, the percentage of time spent inthe K routine PK , the parallel percentage e�ciency of the total code ET , and



SOURCE ITERATION 25Table 4.11Multi-group Problem, Norm Convergent Method.N T TK PK ET EK1 1226 1041 84.8 100.0 100.02 749 563 75.2 81.8 92.34 467 362 77.4 65.6 71.96 406 299 73.6 50.4 58.112 345 240 69.6 29.6 36.124 267 199 74.5 19.1 21.8Table 4.12Multi-group Problem, Strong Convergent Method.N T TK PK ET EK1 1770 1511 85.3 100.0 100.02 1093 834 76.2 81.0 90.64 732 561 76.5 60.4 67.46 634 460 72.5 46.5 54.712 540 367 68.0 27.3 34.324 453 318 70.2 16.3 19.8the parallel percentage e�ciency of K routine. Here, for a given N ,ET = 100Total time for N = 1NT and EK = 100Time for K for N = 1NTK :All times are given in seconds.As one can see from Tables 4.11 and 4.12 the single processor time for thenorm convergent method is about 2=3 that of the strong convergent method.Since we test the termination criterion before re�ning the mesh, this is whatthe cost analysis in x 2 would predict. The e�ciency for 12 processors isroughly 30% for both methods, which we view as acceptable. As one wouldexpect, the e�ciency falls o� as the number of processors increase. For �nerangular meshes, this e�ect is less pronounced because the processors havemore work to do. Based on the analysis in [26] and our observations, an 800point Gauss rule should be expected to give roughly the same accuracy as thedouble 20 point rule that we used in the computations. We performed such acomputation to see what the e�ect would be on e�ciency. We obtained a 24processor e�ciency of ET = 32% for the strong convergent method, but, asTable 4.13 indicates, the run times were longer.Even in the single processor runs, however, we use almost the full memoryof the KSR1. The computations reported here require the storage of roughly15 for the iteration and application of the approximate inverse and roughlyone �ne mesh vector per processor for the evaluation of the action of K on avector.
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